
New Imperial Marque specialist Andy Dean aboard his 1914 
Light Tourist at post-lunch speed around the Brooklands banking 

at the Great War 100 celebrations in September.
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Vice Presidents  P Donaldson, I D McGill, B M Staple

Happy New Year everyone,  
 We have an updated index of magazine articles available online, 
courtesy of John Hodson. Find it on www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk, or 
contact me if you would like a printed version.
 Meanwhile, I’ve had clarification from Sammy Miller museum; 
their ex-Joyce Cobbings Duzmo was made in 1923, and was not the 
one raced by Bert Le Vack in 1920.
 Unsurprisingly a quiet period on the vintage riding front, although 

Rick and I did venture out on the Men of Kent’s New Year’s Day run on the 1929 Sunbeam 
model 9 and 1935 Triumph 5/2. Both veteran Triumphs have been road-tested in preparation 
for the Pioneer Run; the model C now has a new alloy piston and the fuelling problem on the 
model F is hopefully sorted. I’ve been out and about on my BSA Golden Flash as normal, as 
the weather has been extremely mild here, to the extent the back tyre is worn out.
 There’s a great line-up of events planned for 2016, make sure you get booked in now.
All the best, Julie.
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Other Team Members

Marjorie Ayers Baz Staple
Unfortunately our President Marjorie had a fall at home before Christmas and fractured 
some bones in her neck and is currently (January) in Croydon University Hospital (previously 
Mayday Hospital). Her eyesight at the moment is not good and may have contributed to this 
fall. A number of members have visited her and found her in good spirits and she sends her 
best regards to all and wishes everyone a good new year.
 It is likely that Marjorie will go into respite care for a few weeks and eventually it is her 
intention to go into a residential home. I’m sure we all wish her a full recovery, including her 
eyesight, which is currently being assessed.

Urgently Needed: New Club Treasurer Baz Staple
Andrew Leslie volunteered two years ago to succeed Roy Plummer as Treasurer, but more 
recently his professional job has altered dramatically, taking him out of the country for 
longish periods. In consequence it’s very difficult for him to keep abreast of his club treasurer 
responsibilities. 
 The club urgently needs someone to take over from this AGM in March. The club cannot 
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New Year Message from the Chair Baz Staple
The year 2016 promises to be a notable time for the club with innovations including new and 
improved ventures.
 Membership is rising satisfactorily, the aim to reach 500 members in 2014 was realised and 
at year-end 2015 there are 600 on the membership list and we hope that all not renewed so 
far will do so.
 The Pioneer Run® entry looks as good as ever and the new members recruited via the 
event we trust will enter our other old bike events throughout the year.
 So what is new? Our advertising of the club by taking our club marquee to many of our 
events plus VMCC events, Kop Hill Climb in Princes Risborough and the Ramsgate Sprint 
Revival under the guidance of John Buckingham has borne fruit and this will continue and be 
backed up by revised advertising in most of the motorcycle magazines in increased size and 
regularity, covering both the old bike scene and trials. The resultant cost is increased but our 
treasury can stand it and the results will be monitored. 
 Our new club logo clearly embraces what we stand for, emphasising that we are not a one 
make club. New club nights are flourishing and we are now on Facebook, thanks to our editor 
Julie and Adrian Cole, and it is proving to be a lively site. Visit us at www.facebook.com/
SunbeamMotorCycleClub
 We are looking at widening the scope of our website which has been such a success for 
years, thanks to Ian Cockshull.
 Alternative payment methods are being studied for subscription renewals, run entries and 
regalia etc.
 On the management side, we urgently need a new Treasurer, and provided I am re-elected 
at the 2016 AGM, I give notice now that this will be my last year as Chairman. I believe that 
by then at the age of 86 the club deserves a younger chair to head the management.

Sunbeam MCC Club Stand Calendar 2016 John Buckingham
The Club will be organising stands at many top motorcycle events in 2016. We need Club 
eligible machines to display and also volunteers to help man the stand. If you can help in any 
way this is a great opportunity to meet up with fellow club members and gain free admission 
to events around the country. Contact me on 01903 536244 or John.b60@ntlworld.com if you 
would like to get involved at any of the following events:

Notice of AGM: Saturday 5th March 2016 Arnold Marshall
The Annual General Meeting of the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Ltd. will be held on Saturday 
5th March 2016 at the Peacock Lodge, Eastbourne Road, New Chapel, Surrey, RH7 6HL. 
Food is available, with no need to book in advance. The meeting will commence at 2.00pm 
sharp. Peacock Lodge is on the A22 road between the M25 and East Grinstead.
 The date for submitting proposals for consideration at the AGM has passed, but all 
members are very welcome to attend, and we always have an open ‘Questions and Answers’ 
session at the end of the meeting.
 Twenty-one days before the AGM, all members will receive a formal notice of the meeting, 
the agenda and a financial statement.

Marque Specialist for Flat Tank Nortons Arnold Marshall
Mr Wallis Holmes  Telephone 01325 460554; Email multiminparvo@hotmail.co.uk

Pinhard Trophy - 2015 Winner James Shanes Tony Lloyd
This year’s winner 
of Sunbeam’s 
prestigious Pinhard 
Trophy is Grass 
Track/Long Track 
Rider James Shanes. 
The giant three-gallon 
cup will be presented 
to James at the ACU 
Awards ceremony in 
late January.
 2015 has been 
a fantastic year for 
James – two British 
titles, an FIM Gold 
Medal as part of the 
team that brought the 
Don Godden Trophy 

back to the UK for the first time, an FIME Silver Medal plus a host of top results on the 
domestic scene. The Judges were particularly impressed by James’ commitment at grass-
roots level, setting up and dismantling tracks for racing and attending promotional events.
 James has been well placed in the Pinhard standings for the last three years but getting 
better each year; yet another success for consistency and improvement. On hearing of his 
success James said “I am delighted to have won the Pinhard Trophy. I have had the most 
amazing year, and this really is the icing on the cake – thank you Sunbeam MCC”
 James faced stiff competition and voting was extremely close.  Runner-up was Luke Harris, 

function without this essential post being filled by a volunteer. We have studied the option of 
using a professional book-keeper but our yearly income cannot sustain such an outlay.
 Andrew has simplified our traditional book-keeping system, but in the longer term 
computerisation could be set up. Would members please seriously consider taking over this 
post, which Andrew calculates requires two to three hours spent per week keeping the records 
straight and paying bills and expenses.
 Can you help Sunbeam continue on its successful 90 year path?

another Grass tracker. Previous winners are a list of motorcycling greats over the last 60 
years who have excelled in all spheres of the sport including Mike Hailwood, Jeff Smith, Bill 
Martin, Roy Peplow, Dan Shorey, Scott Ellis, Alexz Wigg and a host of others who have gone 
on to be national and international household names. Last year’s winner was Long Tracker 
Zach Wajtknecht.
 The Sunbeam MCC awards the trophy in memory of Frederick William Pinhard, who died 
in 1948 whilst serving as Secretary of the Club. 
 Judges were editors of leading motorcycle periodicals, General Secretary of the ACU and 
three officials appointed by Sunbeam MCC.

2015 Pinhard Trophy Winner James Shanes in action.  Picture: HMX Images.
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Sunbeam MCC Pioneer Run Sunday 20th March, Madeira Drive, Brighton BN2 1TW
South of England Show Sunday 3rd April, South of England Showground, Ardingly, West 
Sussex RH17 6TL.
Stafford International Classic Motorcycle Show and Auto-Jumble 23rd/ 24th April , Stafford, 
ST18 0BD
Southern Classic Bike Show & Auto-Jumble Saturday 21st May, Kempton Park, Sunbury, 
Middlesex, TW16 5AQ.
Conyboro Run 28th 29th May, The Six Bells, Chiddingly, East Sussex BN8 6HE
VMCC Banbury Run Sunday 19th June, Heritage Motor Centre, Gaydon, Warks CV35 0BJ
Romney Marsh Classic Show Sunday 26th June, Hamstreet, Kent TN26 2JD. (Contact Julie 
Diplock, see front cover)
VMCC Founders Day Sunday 17th July, Stanford Hall, Lutterworth, LEICS, LE17 6DH
VMCC West Kent International 6th and 7th August, The Friars, Aylesford, Kent ME20 7BX – 
volunteer needed to organise club stand.
Kop Hill Climb 17th and 18th September, Princes Risborough, Bucks, HP27 0LB.
South of England Show Sunday 23rd October, South of England Showground, Ardingly, West 
Sussex RH17 6TL.
Southern Off-Road Show & Auto-Jumble Saturday 3rd December, Kempton Park, Sunbury, 
Middlesex, TW16 5AQ.

Calling All Veterans in 2016! Julie Diplock
Whilst our flagship event The Pioneer Run® caters exclusively for pre-1915 machines don’t 
forget that many other of our Club Runs are also suitable for veterans and it would be great 
to see more of them participating in other club runs and rallies around the country.
 Our Second Oxon/Bucks run on the 17th of April at the Railway Preservation Trust site in 
Chinnor has a short route suitable for veterans, and the Conyboro Run on 29th May has a 
new Veteran-friendly course in addition to the longer route. Both the Ixion Cavalcade (1st 
May) and The Romney Marsh Run (25th September) offer short routes that are extremely flat 
and largely traffic-free. The Romney Marsh run also takes full advantage of the quiet roads 
of Romney Marsh and it is limited to flat-tank and veteran machines only, with the intention of 
restricting the entry to less-powerful machines. Meanwhile see below for information on the 
Garden of England Run from Tony Lloyd.
 For full details of all our events see our Club Calendar on the inside back cover. For those 
of you fortunate enough to own a veteran make it your New Year resolution to tackle some 
new events on it.

Garden of England Run: THE event for Veterans Tony Lloyd
The Garden of England is very keen to encourage veterans and has traditionally been "L" 
"R" and "SO" marked with Marshalls at tricky points so that riders can concentrate on riding. 
However I believe that over recent years one or two have stopped entering because the route 
was a bit bumpy.
 Previously we used to have a short course for Veterans and low-power machines but this 
made increased work for the route markers. 
 So for the last two years we have used a new course which has proved to be very popular. 

Warwickshire Weekend 2016 - A Reminder Baz Staple
Regular riders in this bi-annual event will have received their invitation and a number have 
responded. We still await to hear that the other regulars will be joining us.
 Whilst it is a closed-to-club event, it is open to all members and if anyone would like more 
details, please contact Jenny Staple jennybaz.staple@gmail.com or 01892 535671
 There are daily routes of approximately 90 miles on Saturday, Sunday and Monday with 
stops for coffee, lunch and tea, interspersed with journeys through pleasant villages and 
lovely country side.
 The dates are arriving Friday 6th May for evening meal, leaving after breakfast Tuesday 
10th May, centred on the Kings Court Hotel, Kings Coughton, Warwickshire. Costs are for 
bed breakfast and evening meal - Double £376 and single £216. Refreshment costs en route 
are extra, plus an entry fee. The Kings Court offers good food in our dining room for evening 
meals and very comfortable accommodation.

It is more Veteran friendly and we have one course for all.
 This new course does have a bottleneck at Tenterden however. Most riders say it doesn't 
bother them but one or two have threatened to pull out if Tenterden is included.
 Because of this we are working hard at finding a simple by-pass alternative which involves 
the minimum amount of additional work for the Route-Markers.
 Solo and three-wheeler Veterans are more than welcome and we're sure they'll enjoy the 
ride through beautiful countryside.
 As much as the ride we are renowned for our great socialising at lunch and afterwards at 
our excellent venue on Headcorn Airfield
 Last year we had a whole weekend with a static display for the Battle of Britain event on 
the Saturday which worked very well. Sadly this won't happen again because of the dreadful 
accident at Shoreham.

Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you 
would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :
The Editor  (details inside front cover)Le

tte
rs


Norton Rear Stand Fitment

Dear Julie,
 Happy New Year. What an interesting article by Mick Adams on his Norton. I have a 1928 
CS1 as well and also struggled with the stand spring. Mick's solution is ingenious but there 
is a simple way to do this in less than a minute which applies equally to Velocettes and other 
machines with similar stand springs.
 All you need is about a foot of tube of a diameter to go through the eye of the spring, say 
half inch. Cut away half the diameter of the tube at one end for about a quarter of an inch, 
and make sure the tube is smooth, use fine emery or wet and dry.
 To fit the stand spring  put the bike on the stand, hook the end of the spring on the stand, put 
the halved end of the tube through the other end of the spring for a couple of inches or 
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so and put the cut end of the tube over the button on the frame. Then lever the spring straight 
past the right angle and it will slide down the tube onto the anchorage on the frame, a smear 
of grease or oil helps this. All you have to do then is winkle the end of the tube out. Job done 
as Guy Martin would say, and in less than a minute.
 I was shown this dodge by a fellow Norton owner and have done it many times. Easier to 
do than describe. Hope it may help others too.
Regards, Paul Rogers

●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●

Metropole - Help Wanted
Dear Julie,
 I note with interest the Sunbeam ad in the latest edition of OBM proclaiming ‘the club for 
pre-war motorcycles’.  I’m so glad because that is why I joined last year (that and the pre-65 
trials).
 Having been around post-war bikes for some 50 years, I am quite well versed in their 
workings.  However, I also own a 1923 Monopole (incomplete and in many pieces) and find 
that I am not at all well-versed in the intricacies of machines manufactured that long ago, in 
fact I seem to know very little.  Apart from Radco’s excellent book on the subject, I have very 
little info to go on.
 I am talking about the types and models of such things as mags and carbs, tyres and rim 
sizes, oil pumps, lubrication, Sturmey Archer gearboxes, JAP engines, etc.  All of this is simple 
stuff to those that know but something of a mystery to those that don’t (ie. me!)
 In all the years that I have been taking part in runs, I have seen the numbers of pre-war 
machines diminish and sadly, also the riders. What with this and the auction houses converting 
what was once chugging along the lanes in company into ‘investments’, pre-war motorcycling 
needs all the help it can get if it is to attract new converts.
 So, how about the occasional article in the excellent club mag on hints and tips or just plain 
info on the subject?  Also, a club talk or event featuring the learned experts dispensing wisdom 
would be welcomed or am I the only one in this position? A club talk entitled ‘Lubrication for 
Vintage Virgins’ would at least raise a few eyebrows!
 I want to get this little beast up and running and I am hoping Sunbeam membership may be 
just the boost I need.
Many thanks, Rob Thornton  Email: rob.thornton@btinternet.com 
Editor’s Note: Yes please! I would love to publish more technical pieces, but for some reason they are 
not generally forthcoming. Despite not being a one-make club I feel the same as Rob, that there is a 
need to publish more general help with proprietary and widely fitted equipment etc, and also with general 
principles, riding and management. All contributions welcome,  to the usual address.

Meanwhile, is there anyone out there able to assist Rob in getting his Metropole back on the road?

●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●

First World War P & M
Dear Editor,
 If any of your members are owners of a P&M (later named Panther) circa 1913 to 1919 I'm 
writing a story about the marque as used exclusively by the Royal Flying Crops in WW1. Any 
help would be appreciated. I do cover your London to Brighton event each year.  

Regards, Ken Rimell 
ken.rimell@vintagespirit.co.uk

●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●

Proposed South West Run – Bradworthy, Devon
Hello everybody, 
 A date 12th June has been chosen for the South West Run, and I am going to arrange for a 
few routes later this month so I can show these proposals to those who have offered to check 
that they are suitable for all ages of bikes.
 I hope you can collate some information for your publication. Feel free to record my contact 
details in it so that others who may be interested can contact me.
 I would like to say there are lots of different types of accommodation in the area so I am 
sure we can find somewhere for everyone. There are registered camp sites to great hotels.
 I have suitable workshop facilities for those in need and a small field for the adventurous 
seeking free camping.
Many thanks, Paul Dyson
07974 230840 (please leave a message and I will call back)  Email pdyson@jumbler.co.uk

Dave Bignold 1936 - 2015 Jane Anderson
Dave was born and brought up in Guildford 
Surrey. A clever boy, he easily passed the 
grammar school entrance exam but despite 
his academic talent, did not become a 
student there. 
 After school, he joined the Royal Navy 
for his National Service, the time mostly 
spent on motor torpedo boats, learning 
amongst other things, how to fish using the 
grenade hurling into the water method.
 After leaving the Navy, Dave joined GD 
Brown Motorcycles in Guildford, a business 
still thriving today. This job fuelled his love 
of motorcycles and riding them, chiefly 
in Trials. All of his life this interest never 
waned, one year winning the Arbuthnot 
Trial.
 After leaving GD Brown he joined the 
competition department at the Ford Motor 
Company at Dagenham which constructed 
championship rally cars and where he 
increased his great engineering skills. 
During this time he married Kate and they 
had two children, Tracy and Jonathan.
 After Ford's competition department 
closed down, Dave started his own 
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John Buckingham's 'Surprise' 80th Birthday Party Geoff Morris
On 31st December 2015, much respected 
member John Buckingham reached his 
80th year. As far as John knew nothing too 
much out of the ordinary was afoot except 
Son Graham and Daughter Lisa hinted 
that they might take John to his old airport 
(Shoreham) where John used to work and 
maybe take a 'flip' in something old or 
maybe a helicopter.  But, behind the scenes 
Graham and Lisa had organised a bit of a 
'do' and clandestine invitations had been 
sent out to many people months before, 
who all knew John over many decades.
 We were discreetly asked to be there 
at the Airport by 12 noon sharp, as there 
was to be an assemblage of old faces (plus 
a few younger) and the Pashley Suite had 
been booked for a special occasion. We 
were ushered into the suite just after 12 



Club Nights at Six Bells, Chiddingly Paul Rees
These are held on the first Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly, 
Sussex, BN8 6HE, telephone 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142. Food is available from 
6pm. 
 If you have any suggestions, or contacts that might be suitable subjects for a club night, I 
would be most grateful. My contact details are paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk or 01323 844766.

Forthcoming dates are:
Thursday 4th February 2016: Film show of the 2015 Kop Hill Climb, kindly provided by Club 
stalwart John Buckingham. Several Club members took part in this event, so it should be of 
particular interest for us.
Thursday 3rd March: Illustrated talk by Ian Thompson on the code breakers at Bletchley Park 
during the Second World War. Ian was for many years a tour guide at Bletchley and gave this 
talk to the Sunbeam Club at the Kent venue a few months ago. It was very well received by 
those attending, so it is definitely one not to be missed.
Thursday 7th April: Illustrated talk, this time by Richard Mummery, who will be bringing his 
Wilkinson (motorcycle, not razor), to the Bells, along with various related items and a dvd on 
the Wilkinson company history, so another one to underline in your diary.
Thursday 5th May onwards: We will start our evening rides out and I am hoping to be able 
to make one of these a little bit different from usual, but possibly more of that in a later club 
magazine.

Club Nights at West Kingsdown Village Hall Rob Smith
These are held on the third Monday of the month from 8pm to 10:30pm at West Kingsdown 
Village Hall, London Road, West Kingsdown (Behind Gamecock Pub) TN15 6BZ. Grid 
reference O/S188 574 629). Tea or coffee and biscuits provided, for more details contact 
George Smith on 01474 852960 or t110george47@gmail.com 

December
The Party Night was held just before Christmas and we had another great attendance with a 
few members sporting Christmas jumpers and Santa hats. Thanks to George & Jane Smith 
for the buffet and all their work for arranging speakers/films for our entertainment over the 
past year.

January 
Monday 18th January: Club Member Robin Vince gave a talk on Home Built Aircraft.

Eighth Constable Run - 14th September Martin Staple
Another successful day once again! Twenty seven riders which included two veteran machines 
took part winding their way around a 51 mile course through picturesque Suffolk countryside 
to and from Monks Eleigh. It was forecast to be a wet day but the pending rain didn’t come 
until later on in the afternoon when the majority of riders were back at base. 
 The Chris Styles Trophy for “The Most Desirable Original Unrestored Machine” was 
awarded to Colin Rouse on his 1928 BSA, and the machine which was voted “The One I Most 
Want to Own” was awarded to Baz Staple on his 1928 Velocette KSS.
 Our thanks go to Corncraft Tea Rooms who provided the usual scrumptious breakfasts, 
ploughmans and roast dinners; David Mead who took the photos, was also called upon to 
recover Peter Slow who had problems with his 1928 Norton, and most of all thanks to those 
who took part making it another enjoyable day.
 If you haven’t ridden in the event before and you would like to join us next year, the date for 
your diaries is Sunday 11 September 2016. Do please come along, you won’t be disappointed.

Club Meetings at The Vine, Essex Rob Woodford
First Saturday of the month. The Essex meet has now moved to:
'The Vine', Vine St, Great Bardfield, Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR
Phone: 01371 811822  www.vine-greatbardfield.co.uk

Life Membership Baz Staple
Chris Mawer, our ex-Trials Secretary, has been identified as a Life Member with over fifty 
years continuous membership. What a sentence! So he too is 'a Lifer', congratulations Chris.

business in 1970 near Godalming which specialised in constructing customised rally 
cars.  Dave designed and built the shells, axles, suspension and steering for his cars. This 
immensely successful company had many achievements, but one car, driven by Ari Vatanen 
went on to win the World Rally Championship Driver's title in 1981. His son, Jonathan, still 
runs the business.
 Dave's love of motorcycles embraced all periods. He enjoyed the later classics, but also 
was a regular rider at vintage events, the Sammy Miller and Pioneer Runs.
 His funeral was predictably well supported by his many friends, and touchingly the committal 
was serenaded by the sound track of a single motorcycle firing up and powering off into the 
distance.
 This soft spoken gentle man will be very much missed.
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Pioneer Dating Committee Meeting 2nd December 2015 Geoff Morris
At this, our last Dating 
Meeting of the year, 
we had a diverse 
assemblage of some 
eight applications to 
consider for the awarding 
of a Pioneer Certificate 
and enrolment onto the 
Pioneer Register.
 We kicked off with 
an Ariel. Submitted as 
possibly a 1912 model, 
after some delving 
and research it was 
considered by the 
committee to have been 
manufactured in 1913. 
Fitted with a Sturmey 

Archer three-speed hub gear, incorporating a multi-plate clutch and powered by a 499cc 
engine, this should prove to be a very useful veteran. Registration number ES 211.
 A rare Rochet motorcycle came next which was owned by an enthusiast in France. Of 
300cc, the date is thought to be 1903 and our Pioneer registrar will firm this up by additional 
research before a Certificate is issued. Single speed, direct drive with leaf spring 'sprung' front 
forks; this is an attractive early veteran with long tiller like handlebars. 
 De Dion Bouton trikes are pretty rare devices and this comprehensively restored example 
was presented by a well known VMCC Marque Specialist. Put forward as being of 1900 
date and of just over 325cc (could be 326cc or 327cc); this sturdy three-wheeler had a 
robust engine. Some frame tubing had been replaced due to corrosion affecting its strength, 
but the end result is splendid. We agreed the date on the application and this 116 year old 
conveyance of delight is ready for the road.
 Following along from the De Dion is a bit of a mystery machine which the applicant named 
as an 'Anglian'. It could well be, as this small production firm turned out all kinds of 'one or two 
offs'. The bike has a 500cc engine and is rather an athletic mount owing to its single speed 
direct drive necessitating a run-and-jump start. Submitted as 1908/09 this unusual veteran 
had a number of items from differing sources found for it to be completed. Now that it is all 
up together it will hopefully provide an interesting ride and maybe the owner can find out a bit 
more about its provenance.
 Wall Auto Wheels are just about the most economical veteran both in purchase price and 
cheapness of running costs. Also they have the back-up motive power of a pair of legs. 
Surprisingly fast, they are deservedly popular and somehow seem to look better if attached to 
a Ladies bicycle which was the case with the one submitted. These diminutive 118cc engines 
have a resemblance to one 'pot' from a four-cylinder F.N., from which they were apparently 
derived. This Dutch owned example will no doubt be seen on the Brighton Road.
 Kynoch is a name famous for gun cartridges as well as motorcycles and if ever you find one 
it is practically bound to be a veteran as they ceased the manufacture of motorcycles just prior 
to the beginning of the First World War. The 1913 example put before the committee 

New Members Peter Donaldson
Please give the following New Members to the Club a warm welcome:-

Robert Adams (Sussex)
Philip Bewley (Lincs)

Jacqueline Bickerstaff (Northants)
Ian Biddle (Lincs)

S Chapman (Sussex)
Andy Davenport (Herts)

S Dedman (Essex)
S Gresham (Worcs)

Kevin Hellowell (Yorks)
Stuart Halsall (Norfolk)
E Homewood (Kent)
Erik Johnson (Hants)
David Jones (Wales)

Thelma Jones (Surrey)
J Worth (Hertfordshire)

Uwe Karstens (Germany)
Dick Leaver (Surrey)

Graham Nye (Sussex)
Trish Nye (Sussex)

Sophie Pettit (London)
Stuart Pike (Notts)

Barry Rapley (Kent)
Peter Reeves (Surrey)
Chris Richards (Notts)
Mat Roberts (Worcs)

Brian Smith (County Durham)
Peter Tierney (Hants)

Jamieson Thompson (Surrey)
Alan Williams (Essex)

noon and the countdown to John's arrival with Graham was awaited.
 Talk about surprise, I don't know if he's got over it yet, but John was greeted with a sea of 
faces and a jubilant roar as he came through the door as the 'guest of honour'. It was a lovely 
tribute to a Father by his two children and Lisa and company had provided a really super 
motorcycle cake with all manner of makes of motorcycle emblazoned on the icing. Not only 
that, there was a wall display of John's motorcycling activities over the years. Then there was 
a super spread of food and refreshments for the assembled company. 
 John was overwhelmed and just about got around to having a word with everybody during 
the rest of the afternoon. Not only did John and family enjoy the occasion but all the guests 
did as well; as it was a lovely chance to have a good old natter with people you hadn't seen 
for some time - all with the common denominator of being a friend of John's (not to mention 
Graham and Lisa).
 As many of us know, John spent many decades at the airport working for Ricardo 
Engineering (now that's a name for motorcyclists!) and made many friends there. Within 
the Sunbeam Club John, accompanied by son Graham fly the flag for the Club by going 
to events and shows all over the country with the Club Marquee plus banners and leaflets, 
enrolment forms and samples of club magazines and photographs and also display a range 
of motorcycles belonging to members. They are both real grafters and deserve everybody's 
heartfelt thanks for all the work they do at an amazing variety of venues.
 So, congratulations John on becoming an octogenarian and for being the Club's ambassador 
at so many places. 
 Lastly, what a splendid celebration Graham and Lisa organised for their lovely 'avuncular' 
Father.

1913 500cc Kynoch
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 The first problem was a broken tappet at the end of the first day of the three day Warwickshire 
long weekend and Des Brown loaned me his standard late '20s 350cc Sunbeam. The only 
time I have ridden a machine with footboards. It is a game machine and climbed everything I 
aimed it at including a smooth run up the infamous Sunrising Hill.
   On the Sunbeam MCC End To End run I had a piece of carbon form under the face of the 
exhaust valve and with no valve spring compressor available we had to load the machine 
onto the back-up vehicle for attention that evening. With about 40 miles left that day I was 
loaned Jane Akers mid 1920's 350cc AJS. In girth this is the smallest serious motorbike that I 
ever rode. On each corner I had to spread my knees out to turn the handlebars. But what an 
engine, In those 40ish miles I didn't change down very often, just retarded the ignition and up 
the slope we went, absolutely fantastic.
 The issue leading to the last loan of the three was due to ethanol in petrol. The petrol had 
stripped out the tank sealant, leading to lumps floating round in the tank. This was only noticed 
a couple of days before another Warwickshire Mid Week Break, leaving me bike less. Chris 
Pile came to my rescue with the loan of his 1928 500cc Sunbeam model 6.This is the same 
model as my own machine but one year younger. There are minor differences but basically it 
is very similar and a pleasure to ride.
 Back in the early '60s my future brother in law, obviously trying to up his points with my 
youngest sister, loaned me his Velocette Venom for the evening. What can I say, a real 
classic machine, lovely motor though clutch and gearbox were a little questionable? However 
I allowed him to marry her! Many years on when he retired his first action was to get himself 
another Velocette which says it all. Once struck with a Velocette you stay with them.
 On a visit to Australia since I retired I got the loan of a Yamaha at two of the places I visited 
and had sole use of them for about a week in each. The first was an Agric machine. We were 
up way above Melbourne where there is loads of outback i.e. not used land because of the 
water position. The Agric bikes are not sold for use on roads but for getting around large areas 
rather than on a horse. You may recall the BSA Bantam variant called The Bushman that was 
aimed at this market back in the 1950s. This agile little Yamaha was fun to ride cross country 
and I made good use of it. The other Yamaha was the other end of the scale. This was road 
legal and was immense. We had a few 600cc Yamaha singles sold in this country for green 
laning and posing. What I was loaned for a week was a 700cc single, what a beast. We were 
out on the southern borders of the Australian Central Desert. Sparsely inhabited, few roads 
were tarred, most made from dry crushed stone known as graded roads, and the rest just 
tracks, some rarely used. I was in a seventh heaven but only afterwards when the bloke who 
had loaned me the bike said the only problem with this big single was that it slaughtered 
chains and I had gone way out and without spares or back up, something I would never do 
here. I certainly needed my head checked, bombing along loose tracks that may not see 
another human for several weeks.
 Back home and into green laning I swopped my Yamaha Serrow briefly with fellow Club 
Member Dennis Fleet and his Beta Alp. The Alp is a 200cc machine, looks right, and is 
comfortable and reliable. I only have one criticism and that is the fork rake is too steep and 
what is a lovely machine does not handle so well at speed on the rough.
 The other bike borrowed for a Green Lane run was a great surprise to me. It was a Greeves 
Trials machine with a square engine and what at the time were known as banana forks, which 
really did look cumbersome. So the engine was a '60s variant based on Villiers 250cc and was 
nowhere near as responsive as the Yamaha Serrow designed over 20 years later. This was a 
very relaxed outing and the machine handled well, and was enjoyable.



was a solid 500cc J.A.P. powered machine coupled to a three-speed Sturmey Archer hub 
gear. With pedalling gear to start it and commendably restored, this Birmingham built beauty 
was sent in by a Kilmarnock, Ayrshire applicant. It was excellent in all respects, as seen in the 
photo below.
 It is rare that a member of the Dating Committee submits a veteran and the unwritten rule 
is that the applicant 'sits out' whilst the machinations of the rest of us adjudge it. In this case it 
was a 1913 500cc Coventry built Rover from the Baz Staple restoration workshop. No stranger 
to restorations Baz has turned out a goodly number of superbly prepared machines over the 
years. For this example, Baz had to hunt down a number of missing items to complete a bare 
'as found' starter kit which comprised a solid main frame and engine and other items. The tank 
was missing but Baz's good fortune enabled him to locate one along with other essential items 
such as a Sturmey Archer three-speed gear which new Club Member Kevin Hellowell was 
able to help with. Baz has beavered away for well over a year (nearer two) on this tracking 
down of seemingly unobtainable parts and not without considerable travelling. Also the DVLA 
were beneficent enough to allocate Baz with the original registration number, so that was the 
icing on the cake. Undoubtedly a 1913 model the bike was accepted for the Register. So well 
done that man!
 Lastly, a claimed 1903 motorcycle recently sold at auction had a somewhat indeterminate 
ancestry and was on this occasion turned down to enable the owner to carry out more 
investigation. But it seems likely that a complete frame belonging to the claimed make will 
need to be located, no easy task.
 Hopefully some photographs will accompany this epistle which are 'as copied' from the 
various submitted photographs. Not perfect by any means, they will at least give an idea of 
the committee's agenda on this occasion.
We were all pleased to see John Waghorn looking so good after a spell in hospital.

The Bikes That I Have Borrowed: Part Four Peter Donaldson
In my early motorcycling days I knew a chap who was a moving force in the Rudge Owners 
Club. He had a small motorcycling business and bought and sold Rudges whenever he could. 
I bought my Ulster from him. I went in there one day and he had a mid-30s 250cc Rudge he 
had just got. "You must try this Peter, take it home and return it tomorrow, it's quite something. 
Just use the clutch to start and stop. Normal up-and-down box, forget the clutch, I mean it". 
Well he was right; with normal use you just forgot the clutch, no jerking or noises as you 
moved the cogs, and when you opened the tap it went very well. Remember that in the just 
Post War years you would always see some 250cc Rudges in Clubman Races. 
 In more recent years my first introduction to the Vintage scene was on a late '30s 250cc 
Sunbeam in the Club's Conyboro Run from Chiddingly, with my daughter Margaret on the 
pillion. It was a lovely soft, comfortable tourer. Thanks to Bill Pile for the experience.
 Bill let me loose on his quick 1929 500cc Sunbeam model 9 for a test run the mid-evening 
of the Testers Run which I was competing on my 1929 Model A Ariel. The Ariel was modern 
for its year but though plenty of bottom-end, power was slow. The Sunbeam with its flat-tank 
looked positively ancient. But, boy did it go; I fell in behind two large modern touring machines 
on the winding mountain roads and held on to them. Not so long after that I went Sunbeam.
 My Sunbeam 1927 model 6 was a fabulous Vintage machine which I used for about 10 
years until having to abandon motorcycling. It had three troubles in that time and took me 
many thousands of miles. Each of those problems led me to a kind loan of a Vintage machine. 
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Obscure Makes: Torpedo John Hodson
The Torpedo motor cycle was produced by F 
Hopper and Company, Limited at Barton-on-
Humber. Fred Hopper, the proprietor of the 
company, was born in Barton in about 1860, 
the son of Robert Hopper, a tallow chandler, 
and his wife Mary. Twenty years later Fred 
was working as a blacksmith.
 At some time prior to 1890 Fred turned 
to bicycle production. Records show that 
Fred employed many members of the wider 
Hopper family in his business. These workers 

are described as cycle manufacturers, cycle mechanics and cycle frame filers or simply as 
being in the cycle trade. All were based at the Barton-on-Humber works.  
 The bicycle production was so successful 
that Fred bought the Elswick Cycle Company 
Limited in 1910, with the intention of obtaining 
additional facilities for the manufacturer of 
motor cycles and more bicycles. Initially the 
Elswick-Hopper Cycle Company Limited was 
a failure and went into receivership in 1913. 
However, restructuring of the company and 
money made during World War 1 ensured the 
survival of the company.
 Around 1904 Fred Hopper took an interest 
in motor cycles and at that time he imported 
NSU bikes from Germany. The bikes were 
twin cylinder models of 4 hp or 5½ hp. The 
Torpedo name was initially applied to Hopper 
bicycles and rebadged NSU motor cycles.
 In 1910 Fred introduced his own touring 
motor cycle bearing the Torpedo name. This 
model was powered by a Fafnir 4¼ hp engine. 
Short lived plans to produce four models in 
1910, ranging from 1¼ hp to 6 hp, were soon 
dropped in favour of the production of a single model for that year. However, Hopper displayed 
two models at the Olympia Exhibition of November 1910; these were powered by Precision 2 
hp or 3½ hp engines.
 Two Torpedo motor cycles were exhibited at the 1911 Olympia Exhibition, a 2½ hp 
lightweight roadster and a 3½ hp roadster. These models were also fitted with Precision 
engines and a Torpedo clutch operated by a handlebar lever via Bowden cable. 
 In November 1912 Hoppers had three bikes for display at the Olympia show.  The smallest 
model had a 2½ hp engine, the 3½ hp machine was of similar specification with the addition 
of front and rear stands. The third model was considered to be for sidecar use and except for 
the 4¼ hp engine was similar in specification to the smaller models. All the motor cycles on 
display were fitted with Brown and Barlow carburetter, Armstrong three-speed hub, belt drive, 
free engine device, Best and Lloyd lubrication system, Precision engines, Druid forks 

 Well those are the machines I borrowed, which allowed me to experience a much wider 
range of motorbikes than I would ever have owned. After part two of this series was printed I 
got a note from fellow Club member Chris Mawer saying that he recognised a load of them, 
and yes almost half of the machines borrowed over many years were his. I thank him and the 
others who kindly loaned me their 'bikes.

Yalding, Kent 1935 Julie Diplock



Apparently the shop is still there, but doesn’t sell petrol anymore! Everyone looks remarkably 
cheerful considering. The Ariel bears a Kent registration number issued from February to March 
1935.  Photo courtesy of Mortons Archive www.mortonsarchive.com 
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and Lycett pan seat.
 The Ayers archive contains a Torpedo catalogue with the 1913 date almost completely  
obliterated; it is not clear why or when this was done, perhaps the catalogue was intended for 
use in 1914 as well. The catalogue contains details of two motor cycles, a 2½ hp Lightweight 
model and a 3 ½ hp Touring model (almost certainly the same bikes as offered in previous 
years). Both bikes were fitted with Brown and Barlow or Senspray carburetters, Bosch or 
other approved magneto, front stirrup brake and foot-operated rear rim brake, transmission 
by Dunlop or Lyso V rubber belt on an adjustable pulley. The bikes were finished in “Hopper’s 
famous Electric Black” enamel with gold-leaf lined tank. A Villiers or BSA free-engine hub or 
Armstrong three speed hub were available at an extra cost. 
 At some time prior to 1915 the company became known as The Elswick-Hopper Cycle 

and Motor Co. Ltd. The 1915/1916 catalogue 
contains fifteen bicycles or tricycles, six motor 
cycles and two sidecars. The largest range 
of motor cycles offered so far. The smallest 
model was the 2hp Torpedo Lightweight selling 
at £27-10s-0d. A 2½ hp Torpedo Lightweight 
was also available. This model sold for 
£32-10-0d with fixed gear or £38-16s-0d with 
two speed gear box. A 2½ hp (225cc) Torpedo 
Two-stroke sold for £27-10-0d or £33-16s-10d 
with two-speed countershaft gear box. Next 
in the catalogue is a 3½ hp Touring Torpedo 
selling at a basic price of £44-0s-0d with the 
following extras being available: free-engine 
hub £7-7s-0d, three speed hub £10-10—0d 

and three-speed countershaft gear box £15-15s-0d. The fifth bike in the catalogue was a 4 
hp (498cc) Twin Torpedo fitted with three speed hub gear and selling for £60-0s-0d A Torpedo 
Sidecar Combination with a 4¼ hp (598cc) single cylinder engine was the last motor cycle 
offering in the catalogue. The smallest model was fitted with an Amac carburetter, the two 
stroke with “the latest pattern, specially adapted for two stroke engines” and all the other 
models had Brown and Barlow or Senspray 
carburetters. Ignition was by unspecified 
make of high tension magneto. Except for the 
smallest model, which only appears to have 
been fitted with a front stirrup brake, all bikes 
had stirrup front brake and foot operated rim 
brake. Dunlop, Clincher or Palmer tyres were 
fitted as were a rear stand, Lycett’s saddle, 
carrier, and tool bags for the larger models. In 
all cases it was claimed that the frame was of 
special design with Druid pattern spring forks made “in house” under licence. All the engines 
had side valves except for the two-stroke model. The motor cycles were finished in brilliant 
electric black enamel on a rust proofed frame with an enamelled tank “tastefully” lined.
 Torpedo motor cycles were not available in 1918, the last year of World War 1, although the 
same range as proposed for 1915 was planned. 
 A new range of motor cycles was planned for 1919; Hoppers later stated that they were not 
in a position to deliver any of these models, presumably because they had not recovered from 
the war work they had been doing in the previous few years. In November 1919, Hopper’s 
stand at the Olympia Exhibition displayed two almost identical motor cycles, one an Elswick 
and the other a Torpedo. Despite these plans, it is unlikely that Hoppers sold any motor cycles 
after 1919.  However, Elswick Hopper continued to be involved with bicycles until the 1980’s.
 Torpedo motor cycles were ridden with some success in various motorcycling events, 
including hill climbs, often ridden by Fred Hopper’s son Fred Hopper junior.
 You will have noticed that I have made only one mention to the Elswick motor cycle, also 
made by Hoppers, that it another story. The Elswick range was usually marketed separately 
from the Torpedo range, with separated catalogues being produced and each marque having 
a separate stand at shows.
 The SMCC Pioneer Register records three surviving Torpedo motor cycles, all 3½ hp 
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The 1952 Pioneer Run Chris Wright
From the original continuation log book of my veteran Model D Douglas, I was aware of the 
names of some previous owners. One of whom was known to a close friend many years 
before when he had lived and worked in Dulwich. This was part of the history of this machine 
which prompted me to start investigating further the previous owners and their involvement 
in the Pioneer Run.
 From programmes of the events in which I had taken part on borrowed machines I knew 
part of its history in the hands of George Smith and his son Robert from whom I purchased 
the bike in 1999 and I then decided to go back in time collecting and researching Pioneer Run 
programmes as far back as I could until I reached 1952 where the entry No. 318 under the 
name of G F Church (earliest recorded owner in the continuation logbook that came with the 
bike) included the information that this was the debut entry for both rider and machine.
 At a recent Kempton Park auto-jumble I found an original programme for 1952. It turned out 
to be much more interesting than just the initial record of my little Douglas. This was a time 
when the Pioneer Run was observed with each rider accompanied by another rider on a later 
machine to confirm that the rider met the regulations of the event. The machines were also 
not identified by the registration number so it is only the make, date and description of the 
machine with the name of the rider that identifies the bike. 
 What I found fascinating in this programme was the rest of the entry list which read like a 
veritable “Who’s Who” of motorcycling with many names familiar even after this length of time. 
Sadly with the exception of only one rider mentioned after this point in this article they have all 
passed on. Riding at No. 50 was Len Cole, close associate of ‘Doc’ Joe Bailey and custodian 
for many years of the famous Joe Bailey overhead valve model Douglas still being paraded 
competitively. Lately it took part in the Ramsgate sprint in August 2015. Len Cole’s own OHV 
Douglas was also on display on the Sunbeam Club stand at this event. In the 1952 Pioneer 
Run, Len was riding a Douglas of historical importance having a V4 engine dating from 1906 
made by Joseph Barter, the originator of the twin cylinder engines taken over and developed 
by Douglas in 1907. This engine reputedly found under a bench in the factory was modified 
by Eddie Withers of Norwood and had been installed in a later veteran frame.
 Entry No. 70 had Ken Cobbing riding a 1913 Humber. Ken, with a large collection of 
motorcycles, was known to all as the rim and tyre specialist with the VMCC and whose wife 
Joyce carried on the business for many years after Ken’s passing. 
 At Entry No. 83 was Bill Fruin, friend of Titch Allen and Rex Judd, riding a 1911 Triumph. 
In 1984 Bill’s huge collection of spares, literature and motorcycles merited an auction of over 
250 lots held by Phillips in London. 
 No listing of famous motorcycle authors would be complete without mention of Jeff Clew 
at No. 87 riding on this occasion another Triumph, this one being from 1914. Jeff was also 

Registrar for the Sunbeam Club at that time.
 Arthur Wheeler of racing fame was appropriately riding a TT model Triumph from 1911 at 
No. 97. 
 Riding at No. 109 was VMCC founder ‘Titch’ Allen. His mount was a 1912 Humber. The 
entry mentions his success in previously helping to win a team prize in this event. 
 Inseparable with mention of Douglas is the name Withers of Norwood and at No. 150 a 1911 
Douglas was being ridden by D Withers, a member of Eddie’s family, on a machine having 
appeared regularly in these events since 1930. 
 An AJS of 1912 was being ridden at No. 196 by the famous ‘Bob’ Thomas, the enthusiastic 
and very knowledgeable Douglas owner and collector. He also had a collection of ABC 
motorcycles and even rarer ABC cars now the property of the Isle of Man, his machines 
having been left in trust to the State. 
 Life time President of the London Douglas MCC, ex Douglas works and Brooklands rider, 
Douglas dealer for 70 years, Graeme Brown was riding his 1914 Douglas at No. 209. This 
machine is still owned by Graeme’s family. His Brooklands racer is on permanent display in 
the Brooklands Museum. 
 Riding at No. 211 was Geoff Cheavin on his 1912 Douglas, past Vice-President of the 
London Douglas MCC and whose name lives on as the donor of this machine to The London 
Douglas Motor Cycle Club. The bequest of this bike has over the years enabled many people 
including myself to first experience the joy of custodianship of a veteran flat tanker and to 
participate in the Pioneer Run. 
 At No. 218 also on a Douglas from 1913 was Graham Walker accompanied by his son 
Murray at No. 219 riding a 1912 Norton. No doubt many members of the Sunbeam Club will 
be acquainted with other riders in the 1952 event. The large number of Douglas machines 
in 1952 should come as no surprise, since up to the latest Runs Douglas has traditionally 
provided the second largest entry of makes after Triumph that dominate the Pioneer Run. 
Editor’s Note: Can anyone help Chris locate the Pioneer Run programmes he is missing? See ‘Members 
Adverts’ section for details.

models from 1912.

References:
UK Census Returns 1861-1911.
Personal Communication, Nigel Land, 2011.
Torpedo catalogues from the SMCC Ayers Collection of pre 1940 motor cycle literature.
The Motor Cycle 1912, 1913 and 1919.
I am grateful to John Waghorn for access to the SMCC Archive of Catalogues.

Kent Marques: The Venture Julie Diplock
Today I was in the nearby village of 
Charing when my interest was aroused 
when I reached this house in the High 
Street, the former cycle shop of Alfred 
Cackett (1857-1947). The plaque on 
the wall of the former shop mentioned 
that he built penny-farthing cycles and 
claimed to have made the first diamond 
framed bicycle in Kent. He also built 
the Venture Motorcycle from engineer's 
junk. I have been unable to find out any 
information about this motorcycle on the 
internet and wonder if it was a one-off or 
he built a number of them. 
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Us and Them Peter Donaldson
With US being Motorcycle Trials Riders and THEM being Car Trials Drivers...
Having last been to a Car Trial almost 50 years ago, Mike Holloway invited me and my 
grandson down to his ground deep in Kent where there was a National Round of the 750 Club 
Championship  Car Trial on Sunday March 3, 2013.
 Back flooded the realisation and memories of the first visit to a Car Trial and the realisation 
that there was and is an Us and Them.
 The first visit was when Mary and I were courting and it was a request to help the London Car 
Club for the weekend in the running of their National Round Car Trial deep in the Cotswolds. 
This was to be a new experience; I had plenty of experience in helping with Motorcycle Trials 
back in those days. Go down on the Friday, stay the night, lay the Course out on the Saturday, 
a few drinks Saturday night and stay over and run the Event on the Sunday. But there were 
differences in the whole approach and what I would term ‘civilised methods’.
 US would leave the office on the Friday evening and drive down to some remote field, 
getting a ghastly greasy meal in a Little Chef en route. Arriving at the destination there was 
the raising of the tent, followed by making a cup of tea on a primus then a couple of bottles 
of beer, no tins in those days! And climbing into our sleeping bags, still almost fully dressed 
for warmth and shifting round until one found the flattest point and try to get to sleep. To be 
awoken at some point with some animal nuzzling around trying to find food or get access to 
the tent or a cow tripping over the guy ropes.
 THEM drove to the middle of the Cotswolds, in this case, and arrived at a lovely old stone 
pile, into the reception and bar  with a lovely log fire and “to die for” malt whiskey put in 
my hand and a gin cocktail for Mary. Dinner was served shortly after our arrival, and these 
years on, I only remember it was real magnificent cuisine with the right wine for each course. 
Arabian coffee and liqueurs and a warm comfortable natter by the fire followed until bedtime 
beckoned. We made our way to our room with its four poster and the corridors and rooms 
full of antiques. The bedroom door had just a wooden latch on the door, no lock. We giggled 
as we undressed and wondered if the old place was haunted, into bed and instantly asleep. 
Some hours later we were both instantly awake to the click of the door latch. The moon gave 
us enough light to be able to see the door slowly swinging open, Haunted? Mary’s hand 
grabbed mine. The door slowly, so very slowly creaked open and as it touched the stop we 
saw a large overfed cat hanging onto the latch. He dropped to the floor and padded over to 
the bed, then jumped up to check on who was sleeping there that night.
 US, would crawl out of the tent sleepy and cold, quickly getting on some extra clothes, no 
washing of self or teeth, and set  about with the primus getting a kettle boiling for a cup of tea 
and then the pan on with a couple of pieces of streaky bacon, a questionable sausage and a 
couple of eggs each, all was cold by the time one had got it to one’s lips, We picked up tools 
and made our way into the wood looking out likely places to make sections. Lunch time and 
we stopped our cutting and digging about and produced some cheese and pickle sandwiches 
made the previous morning, plus a packet of biscuits and a bottle of Tizer. Then sections we 
had made were tried by the Clerk of the Course on his Matchless, alterations etc, and by 6pm 
we had a Course produced. Back to the car and down to the local pub for ham egg and chips, 
no choice, take it or leave it. A couple of pints of flat beer later and it was back to the tent.
 THEM had a telephone ring by the bed wishing a good morning and the time was 7.30am. 
Up and a lovely hot shower, dressed and down to a beautiful sharp taste of a whole grapefruit 
each, a mixed grill, toast and marmalade with a pot of Bolivian or similar coffee. A briefing 
session in the library and taken by Land Rover to the woods. (Mary had gone off shopping 

in Cheltenham with another lady in the party). The course was pre- planned and we hacked 
out sections to make it passable by a four- wheeled vehicle. At 12.30 a hunting horn sounded 
over the valley, “Ah lunch” murmured my companion. Into the  transport and whisked up to 
the site of an old farm, now in ruins, and there was a proper field kitchen with the aroma of a 
very special Coq au Vin, hot water washing facilities, a very tasty soup, followed by the Coq 
au Vin, and a good white wine. Cup of coffee and back to the sections we were working on. 
That afternoon they were tested by a Trials Car that could climb slopes that I never imagined a 
four wheel vehicle with a split dif. would ever get up. Tired but feeling great we were delivered 
back to the hotel. It was a special big dinner that night, and I had thought the previous night 
was special! A number of the following day’s competitors were there from local digs or filling 
the last of the rooms in our Cotswold pile. After dinner we retired to the library for a prize 
giving ceremony to last years event. The drinks “on the house” kept coming and so to bed, 
this time making sure our feline investigator could not frighten the life out of us in the middle 
of the night.
 US would repeat the arising in a cold field and the apology for a breakfast. Though smelling 
a bit from our lack of washing, we were out in the open and no one seemed to notice. The 
competitors turned up, many having ridden from home and a few with bikes in vans or on 
trailers. Everyone was happy and most enjoyed the ride we had laid on, a number were works 
riders in those days but attempted the same sections as the rest of the field, only they lost, in 
the main, less marks than the rest! At the end it was time to clear down the course and back 
home for a bath and a good cooked meal, and with a feeling of a weekend well done.
 THEM arising in lovely surroundings, a refreshing shower and a first class relaxing 
breakfast. Then down to the Course. The competitors arrived in their cars, some having driven 
there in their Cannons or Dellows, the cars of the day. The engines were the side-valve Fords 
of 1172cc or the Model A Austin, later BMC Motor, and some had the engines from the OHV 
Ford Anglia. The talk was of the Renault 16 engine as the motor of tomorrow. I remember 
two of  the drivers were Gordon Jackson, the highly successful ex-AJS works rider, he of the 
one dab in the whole of the Scottish Six Day Trial, and the other , a certain Mr Fisher, the  ex 
Francis-Barnett Trials works rider who I recall as being the Post War rider to show just what a 
well handled small two-stroke could achieve against the bigger machines that dominated the 
day. He won a whole collection of awards in the National Trials area and of course the Scottish 
Six Day Trials. The event went smoothly; lunch was brought to us on the sections. The drivers 
as a whole enjoyed the course we had prepared and we cleared down and went home feeling 
it had been a weekend well done. Though without the necessity of neither a long bath nor the 
wish for a big feed for quite a while.
 So what has happened to the Trials World in the intervening years, what impressions 
did that event in March leave me with? Both US ‘bikes and THEM cars had changed in the 
intervening years. Both the ‘bikes and cars had been improved in their abilities over the 
years and neither type of modern machines were now really roadworthy vehicles as they 
had become so specialised. It was interesting to see that the cars had tackled the problem of 
traction by going back from studded tyres to specified less tractable treads which has eased 
sections that were needed to take marks. Also depending on the state of going in the sections 
the cars are dictated in the pressure in the driving wheels which is shown and tested at the 
start. On the day in March at Mike’s place pressure was 6 lb. Logically both these needs to 
be done in the motorcycle world, it would certainly allow the going to be made safer. There 
is only one route in sections for the cars and not the up to four in motorcycle Trials today. On 
a ‘bike it is to do with balance as well as traction. In the car world it is to do with traction and 
more in how that is obtained. With a passenger, the car passenger must remain with 
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bottom on seat though seat area is fairly generous and is not only in the well of the car but up 
behind the driver. But no hanging out like one has on motorcycle sidecar trials. The cars two 
rear driving wheels have a split differential that is tested to see that there is no in built limited 
slip mechanism.  Cars have traditionally had hand control fiddle brakes to the back wheels. 
50 years ago this was by two large lorry type cable handbrakes of the time mounted drivers 
side outboard of the driving cockpit, and if one wheel started to spin then the driver pulled on 
the hand brake to that wheel to retard the slip and get some drive onto that wheel to work with 
the other drive wheel. Steering wheels now have a circular knob on them to allow steering to 
be totally done with one hand and the other hand is on double dash board mounted very short 
levers individually controlling hydraulic rear brakes. As with ‘bikes most of the vehicles have 
disc brakes though a few have drum brakes for either front or rear or both. With the car the 
front wheels are much narrower than the driving wheel, possible to the power of four. The front 
wheels, including discs, look like straight takes from the world of Trials motorcycles. Engines 
on both cars and motorcycles are now fluid and fan cooled. The car engine of the day has 
become the Honda Civic engine adapted and tuned for the job and sporting twin carbs and 
either an 8, 12 or 16 valve cylinder head. Propulsion fuel is either petrol or gas. The gas is 
for safety’s sake so one chap refuelling at mid point in the event told me, turning a car with 
petrol engine over, or on its side, was not a risk he wanted to take. None of the cars went over 
on the day I was there but the front wheels did often become airborne on steep climbs and it 
didn’t take much imagination to see a flip happening. Clothing was not so different from that 
seen on ‘bikes except no safety helmets, as used to be in the good old days of motorcycles, it 
was caps or woollen hats. The actual loss of marks is differently applied. The motorcycle Trial 
section is normally marked to do with legs touching the ground or not and the continuance of 
forward movement. With cars it is based on ability to get through or stopping. The sections in 
both are shown as beginning with Start and Finish at the end plus the required route shown 
between the two with markers that must be gone between. However, the Car section is broken 
into 12 sub-sections. Enter the section and ahead is the first sub section marked 12. If you 
do not reach that marker and stop or stray out of the sections intended route then you have 
lost 12 marks. If you get past the 12 marker, if only with one front stub axle then you have lost 
11 marks. And so on down to the final sub section of 1 where to pass that you are on zero 
marks, the end card is positioned near to the one marker. This differs to a motorcycle graded 
section which is marked on the passing of a number and you only get the number shown on 
the marker as you pass it. In the car section if you hit or dislodge a marker you are taken as 
having stopped at that point and have an extra one added to your score. In both types of Trials 
the winner is the person with the lowest marks, at Mike’s place that was 13 marks for the day.
   I knew Sam Archer, the official on the start line at the Car Trial, pretty well. Sam was a 
commercial airline pilot who for years was a Sunbeam Club Member and trialled a BSA 350cc 
B40 outfit. He left us to go Car Trialling and is still doing it. We talked about the similarities and 
the differences in the two sports, cars and motorbikes. The major difference he pointed out 
was MONEY. The current favoured car, the Sherpa, fitted with a tuned Honda Accord engine 
and all ready to go cost you £32K. Any repair or maintenance and you are looking at vastly 
greater sums than with a ‘bike. One of the competitors there that weekend works in Zurich 
and had flown home on Friday to Cornwall and driven his palatial motorhome with car carrier 
up to Kent, back to Cornwall after the Trial and fly back to Zurich to get to work sometime 
Monday. The previous weekend he had been competing in Derbyshire and had come home 
again just for that. In fact the type of going in the eight sections, each tackled four times at 
Mike’s was bike and car fairly comparable and the excitement and joy of it again fairly equal.   
However, in all ways the ‘bike world is definitely the poorer man’s sport, that’s both now and 
as I recall was 50 years ago. And Frank, at 10 years old, conned the chap with the gas car 

to let him jump all over his car at lunch break. At the end of the day a chap whose dog Frank 
had been fussing over and playing with, took young Frank for a drive in his Trials car round 
the large field at Mike’s place. And there is me been around Trials cars for 50 years, with, 
admittedly a bit of a break in the middle, and never even sat in a Trials Car. Frank reckoned it 
a brilliant day. Thanks from both of us, for the invite down Mike and the cuppa and excellent 
bread pudding afterwards Valerie.
Editor’s Note: As it’s the season of reminiscences, here’s an old article from Peter that wasn’t published 
at the time

Book Review Rob Smith

The Wilfred Saga, Autocycle Adventures by David Beare and Ian McGregor
The nickname Wilfred was given to autocycles and is 
derived from the cartoon strip Pip, Squeak and Wilfred 
published in the Daily Mirror. Autocycles are lightweight 
pedal assisted motor cycles of less than 100cc engine 
capacity; they were made from the mid-1930’s to the 
mid-1950’s. Their popularity was mainly because they 
were affordable, easy to ride, did not require a full motor 
cycle licence to ride and the advantages of road tax 
concessions of the 1931 budget. There was also a need 
for an economical motor cycle following the Wall Street 
Crash of 1929 and during the petrol rationing of the war 
years and afterwards.
 The book starts with a brief history of the autocycle and 
Villiers autocycle engines and includes an account of how 
the autocycle came about and mentions many of the riders 
such as ARP and fire watch wardens, office workers, 
midwives, district nurses, telegram boys and the military, 
including use on the Normandy beaches. The 98cc Villiers 

engine, the Villiers Junior-de-luxe engine and the 99cc Villiers engine of the late 1940’s are 
covered in detail.
 The autocycles covered by the book are: Aberdale, ABJ, Bown, Corgi and Welbike, 
Coventry Eagle Auto-Ette, Cyc-Auto, Dayton, Excelsior Autobyk, Francis-Barnett Powerbike, 
H.E.C Powercycle, The Famous James, New Hudson, Norman, Raynal, Rudge and Sun.                          
There is also brief mention of The Jones, Three Spires and BSA Wilfreds, these bikes got as 
far as appearances in the motor cycle press but never reached commercial production.
 For each make of autocycle there is a history of the company, a detailed description of 
construction, press reports, details of development to meet changing military and civilian 
requirements and the changes necessary to accommodate new engines. Where the 
autocycle is the product of an established motor cycle manufacturer, for example Coventry 
Eagle, New Hudson and Rudge, brief mention is also made of some of their larger and more 
famous bikes.
 The Wilfred Saga is a well researched and competent account of an important area of motor 
cycling history. A valuable addition to any motor cycling enthusiast’s library, I recommend 
purchase. 
 Format is A4 and there are140 pages and over 170 black and white and colour images. 
The book costs £18.00 (plus postage of £3.50 if ordered via letter and paid by cheque 
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Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares

with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries
Telephone: 01670 712055
Email: juliewarnes@aol.com

Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net

SPECIAL FARES FOR

SUNBEAM MEMBERS

NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE

or plus £2.00 postage if ordered from www.stinkwheel.ukfsn.org and paid via PayPal (no 
charges). Orders by post should be addressed to Stinkwheel Publishing, Treddol, Chirbury 
Road, Montgomery SY15 6QW, Powys, and cheques made out to Stinkwheel Publishing. 
ISBN 9780954736330.

Members Advertisements
Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat 
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please include your membership number with your advertisement and note that free 
advertising does not included business advertising. Do mention where you saw the advert 
when contacting advertisers. 

WANTED
For a 1923 Triumph 2½ HP Junior (‘Baby’): Lucas magdynette; Lucas headlamp type MB31; 
13-tooth mag sprocket (self-pull); any engine, gearbox and clutch parts. For a Triumph 
model H: advance-retard lever. All required for the restoration of my machines.
 Please contact Neil Styles on 07516 036539 (evenings) (WORCS) (02/16)
AMAC TT carburettor, up to 1” choke diameter. Also, 1926 Brooklands programmes for 1st, 
5th, 7th, 8th B.M.C.R.C. meetings.
 Graham Gasson Graham.Gasson@campdenbri.co.uk 01737 824256 (Surrey) daytime. 
(02/16)
Petrol / Oil tank for a 200cc 1910 Humber. These were made from 1910 – 1914 and 
appear to be identical during this period. Ideally to buy, but of not, permission to take 
measurements and details to make a copy. 
 Peter Ashlee 01732 peterashlee@hotmail.com (Kent) (02/16)
BRADBURY No1 wheel building jig wanted by a recently inspired but terminally delusional 
amateur spoke-botherer with a pile of bent wheels and a recently discovered space on his 
bench. 
 Please call Andy Dean on 0118 9772178 or email andy@keephatch.net (02/16)
Pioneer Run Programmes. My veteran first took part in the Pioneer Run in 1952. As part 
of the machine history pack I have managed to collect Pioneer Run programmes from that 
date to the present with the exception of five issues only. Can anyone please help me with 
the programmes for 1954, 1958, 1959, 1967 and 1981. 
 Chris 020 8309 0871. chrisjwright@btinternet.com (02/16)
 1916 Harley-Davidson F-type (three-speed) parts wanted. 
 Please contact Harry Verkuil hverkuil@btinternet.com  (12/15)
FRANCIS BARNETT SEAGULL 43 1938 250cc: Rear stand, speedometer bracket, 
handbook, pin drive 24” speedometer cable. Good photographs or patterns would be of 
great help please. 
 Alex Taylor 01235 553574. alex.taylor574@btinternet.com (Oxfordshire) (12/15) 
Amac TT carburettor wanted: T25 TT 25 clip fitting 13/16" choke diameter, complete or just 
body. Good price paid. 
 Phone Graham Gasson on 01737 824256 daytime. (12/15)
AMAC carburettor to fit 11/8” (1.125”) stub. Suitable for fitting to a 1912 Stuart Stellar (784cc 
twin two-stroke). 
 Contact Brian Empsall 01543 264 968. E-mail: brian.empsall@btinternet.com (12/15)
A number 32 Lucas carbide generator in good working order. 
 Richard Mummery 01227 751751 email sheila.mummery @sky .com (12/15)
Sunbeam engine or parts 1915/1919. 
 Ray Hudson 01934 844546 or email raymondleohudson@hotmail.co.uk. (10/15)
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WANTED TO BUY: Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Pioneer rally lapel badges for the years: 
1992, 1996 and 1998. Also any lapel badges for the Pioneer rally for the years before 1983. 
 If you can help please make contact via: Email: wab1@btinternet.com, text / phone 07703 
888857 (Private collector in Northern Ireland) (10/15)
Cylinder head for 1930's Mk 16A Villiers engine of 247cc. Held in place by three bolts rather 
than the usual four. 
 John Hodson 01322 524567 or johnh587@googlemail.com  (Kent) (10/15)
Wanted 1935 Triumph rear-brake lever, with ratchet teeth for parking brake. (The original 
was inadvertently sold 10 years ago) 
 Julie Diplock 01797 344277 sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk (Kent) (10/15)
1929 Sunbeam model 9 oiltank (oval) 
 Rick Bailey 01797 344277 rjbailey43@hotmail.com (Kent) (10/15)
100mph Cowey speedometer, cash waiting, can collect. 
 Call Mark on 01403 822512 or 07779 583868. This will be used on the road. (08/15)
FOR SALE
1923 Douglas 4hp (600cc). As seen on the front cover of Sunbeam Club News December 
2015 issue (no 877) and at various club events. Good unrestored condition. £7,850. 
 For details please ring 01634 375061 or email 4570eric@gmail.com Eric Carpenter (North 
Kent). (02/16)
Skulgarde Helmet. Covered in blue cheque cap material and looks like a cap until close 
range. Made by Charles Owen & Co (Bow) Ltd, 82-102 Hanbury Street, London. E1 
5JN. Registered BS 2001/72. Patent number 735389. Pudding basin helmet (used for 
Scrambling). Trackstar. Low crown racing helmet. An Aviakit product. Registered BS 
1869/68. ACU & BSI Approved. Attached to front is a peak built specifically for the job of 
stopping mud going into eyes. Attached to helmet by tape and can be removed if required.
 Both helmets in used condition and have spent the last 30+ years in a garage. Can be 
cleaned up and used again although no guarantee on the safety. Helmet Size - 59-62cm; 
23-24in; Hat size 7¼ - 7½. OFFERS PLEASE. 
 Peter Donaldson peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk  01322 332087 Kent (02/16)
Ariel Colt 200cc c1955. Barn find last reg 1972. Untidy but 90% there, needs lots of TLC but 
engine free to turn. £250. 
 Peter Jackson 01444 236133 (Sussex) pehjackson@tiscali.co.uk   (02/16)
WHITE & POPPE. 1905 single speed, 427cc. Two owners the last 65 years. Goes up all the 
hills on the Pioneer Run, entered in the 2016 event. Good reliable machine. Well known and 
quite a quick early veteran with history back to 1907. With spares £25,000. 
 Alex Taylor 01235 553574 , email alex.taylor574@btinternet.com (Oxfordshire) (12/15)
1913 100cc JES machine, which was in full original patina condition until a pedal crank 
broke as I was pedalling hard up a hill. Now restored, it looks very pretty and Pioneer Run® 
eligible or any cyclemotor event. The original tank carried transfers for “Northern Depot 
Ltd, Liverpool” which I have had re-made. Successfully run in the 75 +1 Pioneer event and 
several small events near home. It still has the JES carburettor feeding an atmospheric inlet 
chamber. Perfect for someone who can ride a bicycle – 1913 New Hudson. £5000.00 ono.
 Contact Reg 01242 870375 before 9.00pm please. (10/15)

FOR SALE
Old French Home in Brittany

Owned for 26 years. All up and running, fully kitted out (even push-bikes),
you just need your toothbrush. No catch.

£60,000
Ring for a chat Peter Donaldson 01322 332087

1911 Douglas model D 340cc twin. Has been stored for many years, now with engine rebuilt 
and running well in original oily-rag condition with all original parts. Original registration 
number, Pioneer Certificate and currently SORN’d. £13,250. 
 Please phone to discuss on 01584 811325 (Shropshire) (08/15)
1930 AJS R9 500sv. Complete bike in good solid condition for restoration. £3500
 Arranarran2000@yahoo.com 07851091244 (Kent) (08/15)
Rudge Bicycle 1950s era. Complete and fair condition with three-speed hub gear. Suitable 
for an auxiliary engine. £95 
 Contact Baz Staple 01892 535671 jennybaz.staple@gmail.com  Kent. (08/15)
A  Lucas 319 Motor Acetythote Head Light. This is a very early acetylene unit in very good 
condition and would enhance a veteran machine. £250. 
 Contact gnbpaine@hotmail.com 01727 837577  St Albans. Herts. (06/15)
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Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Ltd:
77th Pioneer Run - Sunday 20th March 2016

Starts at 8.00am from Tattenham Corner, Epsom Downs, Surrey.
To the Finish on Madeira Drive, Brighton, Sussex. For Eligible machines 

registered on the SMCC Ltd. Pioneer Register. All machines are pre-1915 and 
over 100 years old.

Sponsored by:  Bonhams Auctionhouse : National Motorcycle Museum: 
Classic Motor Cycle Magazine : Carole Nash Insurance

Off The Saddle Peter Donaldson
As membership secretary it always interests me how our membership fares and we have 
been on the up for well over a year now. We aimed at 500 as a membership for years and 
hit it in the latter point of 2014. Now, last week, we topped 600 members on our books. In 
fact we had over 100 new members join between the end of June 2015 to the second week 
in January 2016.
 As predicted in the Star Group Championship we ended up tail end Charlie as an active 
riding Club and our Paul Casling was second in the pre-65 B Class (under 250cc). The first 
round of 2016 was run at Frensham Vale in appalling conditions: mud, mud and more mud. 
Our only entrant was Neil Sinclair who struggled round and finished, where at least one club 
had nil finishers, so we are at this stage not at the bottom of the pile. So come on lads, come 
and ride this season and build on the start that Neil has given us.
 In the 2015 South Eastern Centre Championship we had two members mentioned, though 
not on the podium. Paul Casling in the pre-65 Class and Chris Neville in the non-expert Class. 
Next weekend will be a Centre Championship Event, the Sidcup 60 Trial and Chris will be 
there under our flag. First weekend in December the popular Jack Thompson Trial for pre-65 
bikes had four of our members entered: George Smith on his girder 350cc Royal Enfield came 
in third in his Class. Gavin Shaw on his rigid 350cc Matchless was fifth in his chosen Class, 
the most difficult route for rigid machinery. (Gavin is new to our Club, having returned to Trials 
after a 20 odd year layoff, I remember him as a handy rider then). Sadly Bernard and Graham 
Rodemark were unable to start; they are a couple of proven good competitors.
 Spoke with our long distance Trials exponent Chris Neville as he had ridden the Land’s End 
Trial for the first time in about nine years and picked up a bronze award. He was chuffed as 
it was a hard slog and none of the seasoned group he was with were in the awards. In the 
Arbuthnot Trial he was clean to the last section. Well done Chris.
 It is now confirmed that our Associate Club, Bexleyheath, will be running a round of the ACU 
British Ladies and Girls National Trials Championship. It will be at Burwash, East Sussex on 
Sunday 24th July. It will be worth a visit, plenty of free car parking near the course.
 Fiona Baker Milligan won the Susan Jenness Trophy in the 2015 Sidecar TT. She was 
the passenger in the racing outfit driven by her father at the TT. In their two races they were 
positioned at 11th and 10th in a field of around 70 outfits. The great point was that they made 
the fastest lap speed ever by a male/female crew in the TT at 109.321mph on the second 
lap of the second race. Fiona last won that award in 2010, again with her father when they 
achieved two 11th positions. With entries each year running around 70 outfits an 11th position 
is not to be sneezed at and with a lap speed of 109mph what speed were they going at on the 
straights? And Fiona is jumping around getting weight in the absolutely correct position just 
inches off the road. Her father won the Frank Cope Award for his devotion to TT sidecar racing 
since 1985. Does the 10th position for a mixed-sex outfit crew ring any bells? What about Eric 

Southern Experts Trial Tony Lloyd

The Southern Experts Trial was held at Butser Lime Pit near Petersfield on Sunday 6th 
December.
 These days it’s organised by Jim Connor of Hookwood Trials Club but Sunbeam’s name is 
still acknowledged with our logo on the front of the programme and mentioned by Jim in his 
prize giving speech. SMCC Trials Secretary Neil Sinclair was the Starter. 
 The Overall Winner’s trophy is presented by Sunbeam MCC as well as the Sidecar cup, and 
this year’s Overall Winner is Sam Haslam.
 The picture shows Tony Lloyd and Thelma Jones waving the first man away who is Kevin 
Nolan, a previous winner.

Wanted Urgently
To Use on The Pioneer Run:

Everoak Deerstalker Helmet : Size 67/8” to 7”
Please contact Stuart Halsall stuartjhalsall@sky.com

Or Phone 01953 457035 (Norfolk). Cash Buyer

Oliver? With four world titles to his name on Manx Norton outfits he took a road-going Norton 
Dominator 88 from his shop showroom (at this point I have to admit it was a super sports one 
with twin carbs etc.), stuck a Watsonian Monaco single-seater road sidecar onto it and asked 
a certain Pat Wise to sit in the sidecar as though she was on a ride down the A23 to Brighton. 
Against a field of over 80 out-and-out racing outfits they came in 10th in the 1958 TT.

Photo: Neil Sinclair
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The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Website: www.verralls.com

We always have on display a range of machines at our 
showrooms below:

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC

and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

WANTED
We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle 
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny 

farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

Telephone: 01444 400 678 Fax: 01444 401 111

South of England Classic Show Sunday 23rd October
South of England Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex RH17 6TL

ELK Promotions, PO Box 85, New Romney, Kent TN28 9BE
01797 344277 www.elk-promotions.co.uk

Ashford Classic Motorcycle Show: Easter Monday 28th March
Ashford Market, Orbital Park, Ashford, Kent TN24 0HB. 1 mile South M20 J10

Romney Marsh Classic Events
at Hamstreet, Nr Ashford, Kent TN26 2JD

Bikejumble: 10 am Sunday 1st May
Classic Show & Bikejumble: 10am Sun 26th June

Bikejumble: 10am Sunday 18th Sept

South of England Classic Show Sunday 3rd April
South of England Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex RH17 6TL

South of England
Summer Classic Show
10am Sunday 24th July

NEW : MCN Festival ofMotorcycling
with Autojumble: 14th & 15th May

At The East of England
Showground, Peterborough PE2 6HE

Oxon / Bucks Run
Sunday 17th April

The Second Oxon/Bucks run will take place on the 17th of April at the Railway 
Preservation Trust site in Chinnor just ten minutes from the M40 junction 6. 

Two routes are available, a short one suitable for veterans and a longer route 
for more powerful machines. On site refreshments and facilities are available 

on the day.
Contact: Andy Middleton 01844 352844 apmiddleton@btinternet.com

Download entry forms from www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk

Sunbeam MCC Regalia
A selection of Club Regalia is always available to purchase. 

To view photos and prices visit www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk or contact Rob 
Smith, 20 The Briars, West Kingsdown, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN15 6EZ.

01474 854239  rob_sv650@btinternet.com

Chairman's Lunch (Photo by Geoff Morris)
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CONYBORO RUN and AUTOJUMBLE
28th & 29th May 2016

The Six Bells, Chiddingly,  East Sussex BN8 6HE
The run starts at 10.30am on 29th May and is for all pre-1940 machines.

Contact Rob Pond  hoochmil@aol.com  01306-628297

Make a whole motorcycling weekend of it, arrive on Saturday, you can help 
out with the route marking out with the great big new signs, and also help to 

set up the Autojumble, and then camp for the week end.

Otherwise just turn up as usual on Sunday and enjoy the familiar course, 
but with short cuts for the older machines. Arrive back for the autojumble, 

refreshments, prize-giving, beer festival and live music.

Entry forms are available from www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
or direct from the organiser.

CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR 2016
Visit our website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk to download Entry Forms.

3rd July Rose of the Shires Run Stoke Bruerne,  Pre 1940
Contact: Chris Tullett (01293 783862) ryan_moore@tiscali.co.uk  Northants

10th July Garden of England Run Headcorn,  Pre 1940
Contact Tony Lloyd (01737 555413) aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com Kent

7th August 54th Graham Walker Run Beaulieu,  Pre 1940
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 771446) acsociable1@sky.com  Hampshire

27th August Ginger beards Trial Jackson Woods, Any Bike/
Contact Peter Donaldson (01322 332087) peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk  Horsmonden,  British Bike
   Kent 

28th August Greybeards Trial Jackson Woods, All Classes
Contact: Peter Donaldson (01322 332087)  peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk Horsmonden, Rider Over 
   Kent 40 years old

11th September Constable Run Monks Eleigh,  Pre 1940 
Contact: Marian Johnson (01255 554828) mari_35@btinternet.com Suffolk

17th September 8th Sunbeam September Challenge North Yorks Pre 1931     
Contact Alec Thompson (01751 431478) alec81.thompson@mypostoffice.co.uk 

25th September Third Romney Marsh Run St Mary in the Pre 1931  
Contact: Julie Diplock (01797 344277) sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk Marsh, Kent Flat tank
    only

4th February 7.30 Club Night – Six Bells Chiddingly All welcome
Contact: Paul Rees (01323 844766) paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk East Sussex,
   BN8 6HE

6th February Club Meet - The Vine, Great Bardfield Braintree, All welcome
Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597) robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk Essex CM7 4SR

14th February Gordon Jackson Trial Bagshot Heath, Star group
Contact: Neil Sinclair (07885 660939) sinclairndlp@hotmail.co.uk  North Hants

3rd March 7.30 Club Night – Six Bells Chiddingly All welcome
Contact: Paul Rees (01323 844766) paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk East Sussex,
   BN8 6HE

5th March Club Meet - The Vine, Great Bardfield Braintree, All welcome
Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597) robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk Essex CM7 4SR

5th March AGM Peacock Lodge, Members
Contact Arnold Marshall (01797 270209) secretary@sunbeam-mcc.co.uk New Chapel,  only
   Surrey, RH7 6HL

20th March 77th Pioneer Run ® Epsom-Brighton Pre 1915
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 771446) acsociable1@sky.com

21st March 8.00 Club Night – Six Bells West Kingsdown All
Contact: Paul Rees (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com Village Hall, welcome
   Kent TN15 6BZ

17th April Second Oxon/Bucks Run Chinnor, Oxon Pre 1940 
Contact: Andy Middleton (01844 352844) apmiddleton@btinternet.com 

1st May Sixth Ixion Cavalcade Bexhill on Sea,  Pre 1940
Contact: Ian Cockshull  contact@sunbeam-mcc.co.uk Sussex

6/7/8/9th May Warwickshire Weekend Kings Coughton Pre 1940 
Contact: Jenny Staple (01892-535671) chairman@sunbeam-mcc.co.uk  Closed to Club

28th-29th May Conyboro Run and auto jumble Chiddingly, Pre 1940
Contact: Rob Pond (01306 628297 / 07907 649751)  hoochmil@aol.com  Sussex

12th June South-West Run Bradworthy,  Pre 1940 
Contact:  Paul Dyson (07974 230840) pdyson@jumbler.co.uk Devon

18th-25th June 33rd Welsh Week Llanbister Pre 1940
Contact Colin Bentham (01761 241516)  colinandpip@waitrose.com   Closed to Club
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1907 Quadrant 

Sunbeam Snapped at The Constable Run.

Eighth Constable Run – 14th September  David Mead 
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